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ABSTRACT
The Internet was originally defined as “a collection of inter-
connected networks”. While this definition helps us under-
stand what the Internet is, it is silent on when the Internet is
not. We provide a testable definition of the Internet to clarify
where the Internet “ends”: disconnection when a country or
an ISP secedes; persistent partial connectivity when major
ISPs refuse to exchange traffic, isolating their customers;
clarifying corner cases around carrier-grade NAT, unrouted
public IP addresses, and interpreting conflicting observations
from systems that detect Internet outages. Our definition
identifies peninsulas of persistent, partial connectivity, and
clarifies that outages are islands, with internal connectivity
that is partitioned from the main Internet. Our definition
is conceptual, defining an ideal asymptote of connectivity,
but it enables new algorithms that provide an operational
estimate of the number of size of peninsulas and islands. We
use these algorithms to reinterpret data from two existing
measurement systems, one covering 5 million /24 IPv4 net-
works and the other with 10k observers. A key result is that
peninsulas are about as common as outages, newly clarifying
the importance of this long-observed problem. We examine
root causes, showing that most peninsula events (45%) are
transient routing problems, but a few long-lived peninsulas
events (7%) account for 90% of all peninsula time, suggesting
country- or AS-level policy choices that last weeks or more.
Finally, our definition confirms the international nature of
internet: no single country can unilaterally claim to be “the
Internet”, but countries can chose to leave. With islands and
peninsulas, our definition helps clarify the spectrum from
partial reachability to outages in prior work.

1 INTRODUCTION
What is the Internet?

An “internetwork” was first used to describe a use of an
early version of TCP, but without definition [15]. The first
definition was “A collection of interconnected networks is

an internet”, with the ARPAnet and X.25 as two examples
of internets [57]. The Federal Networking Council explicitly
defined “Internet” in 1995 as (i) a global address space, (ii)
supporting TCP/IP and its follow-ons, that (iii) provides ser-
vices [30]. More recent work considers DNS [41] and IPv6.
Such technical details are unimportant to many laypeople,
who often blur the Internet with applications: to many, the
World-Wide Web, Facebook, or their mobile phone is their
“Internet”.

Yet the notion of a globally unique “Internet” today faces
new challenges. IPv6 was proposed as a replacement for IPv4,
and after 20 years of development it is an important second
network. (As of December 2021, accounting for about 35%
of Google’s users [34].) Others have proposed separate net-
works for political reasons: In 2019, Russia introduced the
“sovereign Internet” law granting government wide-ranging
powers to restrict traffic or physically disconnect “in an emer-
gency” [20, 53, 61]. China has had strong views on what is
allowed on their domestic Internet behind the Great Fire-
wall [2, 3]. In 2020, Huawei suggested a “new Internet” as a
set of protocols [29]. A definition would help give context to
these proposals, as we explore in §2.1
But such grand changes aside, what is the Internet to-

day? Most users access the Internet from mobile phones,
with most behind Network Address Translation (NAT) de-
vices [73], so they use IP but without a public address. Typi-
cal security recommendations mandate firewalls, preventing
general addressing. And efforts such as the Interplanetary
Internet [10, 42] and the Internet-of-Things seek to bring
“the Internet” into space or into embedded devices.

If the Internet is networks that interconnect, then persis-
tent failures in such interconnection are a flaw. Today’s Inter-
net consists of many public and private companies that agree
to exchange traffic through peering, either as a customer
buying service from a provider, or without cost through a
settlement-free peering. Yet disputes over peering have some-
times resulted in serious congestion [6], and even long-term
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partial unreachability [45]. This unevenness has been recog-
nized and detected experimentally [23] and other systems
detect and route around partial unreachability [1, 43, 44]
The primary contribution of this paper is to define “the

Internet”: the Internet is the connected component of more than
50% of the active, public IP addresses that can reach each other
(§2). Prior definitions [15, 30, 57] distinguished the Internet
from alternatives at the time, and our definition captures
their idea of a single, global Internet (actually two, one per v4
and v6 address space). However, we provide a testable defini-
tion that identifies both what is and what is not part of the
Internet. This property allows us to answer today’s questions
about who “keeps” the name Internet if a nation or group se-
cede. Partial reachability was first exploited in 2001 [1, 43, 44],
and others observed routing transients [11]. Our definition
provides the first approach to quantifying this phenomena,
and it allows us to settle confusing signals and results in
existing outage detection systems [36, 58, 63, 69, 70]. Our
definition helps our understanding of persistent peering dis-
putes, large-scale firewalls, and carrier-grade NAT. Although
theoretical (one cannot observe from all addresses, §2), it de-
fines an asymptote against which operational measurements
maybe tested, helps us understand partial connectivity, and
is not dependent on assertions of authority.

Our second contribution is to develop new algorithms (§3)
that identify types of network fragmentation that underlie
this definition. The first algorithm, Taitao, detects peninsulas:
when a network can reach some parts of the Internet, but not
others. Peninsulas result from peering disputes or long-term
firewalls. Second, Chiloe, detects islands, networks that have
internal connectivity but are cut off from the Internet as a
whole. Our algorithms reinterpret data from two existing
measurement systems that cover millions of IPv4 /24 blocks.
To this existing data we add new algorithms, identifying
several interesting events (§5), and adding new, independent
traceroutes to validate our results (§4).
Our third contribution is to use these algorithms to un-

derstand reachability problems in the current IPv4 Internet
(§5). A key result is to show that peninsulas are as common
as outages, and that thousands of /24 IPv4 blocks are part of
peninsulas lasting a month or more. This result helps estab-
lish the scope of existing detour routing systems that exploit
partial reachability [1, 11, 44]. It also informs corner cases
in outage detection systems [36, 58, 63, 69, 70] (§C). Mea-
surement allows us to study root causes, and we show that
peninsula events (45%) are transient routing problems, but
most observations of peninsulas (90% of all peninsula time)
are due to a few (7%), long-lived events suggesting country-
or AS-level policy choices. Finally, it provides a technical
perspective on a number of political, economic, and technical
challenges to the Internet (§5.9).

All of the data used (§3.1) and created [4] in this paper
is available at no cost. We review ethics in detail in §A, but
our bulk analysis of IP address does not associate them with
individuals. Our work was IRB reviewed and identified as
non-human subjects research (USC IRB IIR00001648).
This technical report was first released in July 2021. In

May 2022 it was updated with several additions: More careful
discussion in §2.1 about why defining the Internet matters,
a more careful definitions in §2.2 and §2.3, new information
about island durations §5.7 and sizes §5.8, expanded appli-
cations in §3.5 and §5.9 and §5.10, considerable additional
details and supporting data in appendices, and many writing
improvements.

2 HOW DOWE DEFINE THE INTERNET?
While the definitions in §1 are helpful, today’s challenges
impose two new requirements: First, a definition should be
both conceptual and operational [25]. Our conceptual defini-
tion in §2.2 articulates what we would like to observe. This
definition also must be opertionalizable—we describe in §3
how actual measurement systems can estimate this value.
While the conceptual definition can never be completely
achieved, it defines a limit implementations can approach
(§5.1). We find prior definitions too vague to operationalize.

Second, a definition should define both sufficient and nec-
essary conditions to be part of the Internet, and should define
properties the Internet must have (sufficient conditions, like
TCP), but not all requirements (necessary conditions). Our
definition should identify not only what could be part of the
Internet, but also when something no longer qualifies.

2.1 Why Does Defining the Internet Matter?
These requirements arise due to stressors on today’s Internet
from its increasing economic and political importance.
Questions of Internet sovereignty have brought multiple

governments to assert control over the Internet, or at least
their portion. In 2009, some suggested the U.S. should have
an Internet “kill switch” [67]. In 2019, Russia introduced the
“sovereign Internet” law with switch-off capabilities [20, 53,
61]. Since the 2000s a number of countries have created and
grown nation-level firewalls and access control, either for
content moderation [2, 3] or to disconnect during political
unrest [21]. What happens to the Internet if a major portion
secedes and chooses to operate independently? Are there
now two Internets? If not, which part is “the” Internet?
While the intersection of national interests and the In-

ternet is necessarily political, we define technical bounds
on the outcomes. We show that no single country can uni-
laterally “take” the Internet (§5.10), and define islands of
disconnection.
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Economic disputes between companies that operate the
Internet have stressed a unified Internet with long-term
peering disputes. On multiple occasions, peering disputes
resulted in persistent congestion between parts of the In-
ternet [6, 23]. Peering disputes between Tier-1 ISPs (those
with default-free routing) sometimes result in the long-term
inability of parts of the Internet to reach to other parts [45].
When two Tier-1 ISPs cannot reach a business agreement to
exchange traffic (such as if they cannot agree on a price), then
their customers cannot reach each other. While both ISPs
are part of “the Internet”, what does it mean when portions
of the Internet see persistent unreachability?
Our definition enables new measurements (see §3) that

allow us to quantify partial connectivity with peninsulas.
We hope that measurements will provide the “sunlight” to
illuminate and motivate resolution of what today are private
business decisions between ISPs.
Full allocation of the IPv4 address space and transition to

IPv6 is a third stress. Given limited IPv4, many users ac-
cess the Internet through NAT, sometimes in multiple layers.
Some private networks today exceed designated private ad-
dress space [5]. Are computers that cannot reach each other
part of the Internet? Does it matter when a cloud provider has
more private addresses than the public IPv4 Internet? How
does the IPv6 transition change our view of the Internet?
Our definition helps clarify the role of the Internet as it

evolves to heavily NAT use in IPv4 and transitions to IPv6.
We consider NAT and take as an epistemological axiom that
there should be one Internet, or a clear statement that a single
Internet no longer exists.

Finally, conflicting results in observations of Internet outages
challenge multiple independent measurement systems [36,
58, 63, 69]. Our definition and algorithms help such systems
by showing that outages are not always binary, quantifying
peninsulas as partial connectivity.

2.2 The Internet: A Conceptual Definition
We define the Internet as the connected component of at least
50% of active, public IP addresses that can reach each other.
This conceptual definition gives two Internets, one for the
IPv4 address space and one for IPv6. We give our reasoning
for this definition below.
This definition follows from the terms “interconnected

networks”, “IP protocol”, and “global address space” used
in informal definitions—they all share the common assump-
tion that two computers on the Internet should be able to
communicate directly with each other at the IP layer.

We formalize “an agreement of networks to interconnect”
by considering reachability over public IP addresses: ad-
dresses 𝑥 and 𝑦 are interconnected if traffic from 𝑥 can reach

𝑦 and vice versa (that is: 𝑥 and 𝑦 can reach each other). Net-
works are groups of addresses that can reach each other.

Why More than 50%? We require that the Internet in-
cludes more than 50% of active addresses to reflect the prin-
ciple that there is one Internet. We believe there should be
a well-defined Internet even if a major nation (or group of
nations) chose to secede. A majority defines a unique, unam-
biguous partition that keeps the Internet.

This definition suggests that it is possible for the Internet
to fragment: if the current Internet breaks into three dis-
connected components when none has a majority of active
addresses. Such a result would end a single, global Internet.

Why all and active addresses? In each of IPv4 and IPv6
we consider all addresses equally. The Internet is global, and
was intentionally designed without a hierarchy [16]. Our
definition should not create a hierarchy or designate spe-
cial addresses by age or importance, consistent with trends
towards Internet decentralization [24].

We define active addresses as blocks that are reachable, as
defined below. Our goal is to exclude the influence of large
allocated but unused space. Large unused space is present in
IPv4 legacy /8 allocations and in large new IPv6 allocations.

Reachability with Protocols and Firewalls: This con-
ceptual definition allows for different definitions of reachabil-
ity. Reachability can be tested through measurements with
specific protocols, such as ICMP echo request (pings), or
TCP or UDP queries. Such a test will result in an operational
realization of our conceptual definition. Particular tests will
differ in how closely each approaches the conceptual ideal.
In §5.1 we examine how well one test converges.

Our conceptual definition considers potential reachability,
but firewalls complicate operationally measuring this poten-
tial by blocking protocols or sources by policy, sometimes
conditionally or unidirectionally. Thus different protocols
or times might give different answers, and one could define
broad reachability with any protocol in a firewall-friendly
manner, or narrowly. Measurement allows us to evaluate
policy-driven unreachability in §5.5.
Our use of IPv4 and ICMP echo requests (§3.1) follows

prior work comparing alternatives [8, 26, 58] to show cover-
age is good and generally avoids rate limiting [37]).

Why reachability and not applications? Users care
about applications, and a user-centric view might emphasize
availability of HTTP or Facebook rather than IP. We recog-
nize this attention, but intentionally measure reachability at
the IP layer as a more fundamental concept. IP has changed
only twice since 1969 with IPv4 and IPv6, but dominant ap-
plications ebb and flow, and important applications often
extend beyond the Internet. (E-mail has been transparently
relayed to UUCP and FidoNet, and the web to pre-IP mobile
devices with WAP.) Future work may look at applications,
but we see IP-level reachability as an essential starting point.
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Why bidirectional reachability? Most computers to-
day access the Internet indirectly through Network Address
Translation. While such computers are useful as Internet
clients, our requirement for bidirectional reachability ex-
cludes them from being fully “on” the Internet. They can-
not provide services or participate in peer-to-peer protocols
without work-arounds such as public-IP STUN server [68].

Similarly, services may be operated as many computers
behind a single public IP address with load balancing or
IP anycast [56], perhaps with cloud-based address transla-
tion [35]. Computers with only application-level availability
are also not fully part of the Internet.

2.3 The Internet Landscape
Our definition of the Internet highlights the Internet’s “rough
edges”. Using our conceptual definition of the Internet as the
fully connected component (§2.2), we identify three specific
problems: an address 𝑎 is a peninsula when it has partial
connectivity to the Internet, an island when it cannot reach
any of the Internet, and an outage only when it is off.

2.3.1 Outages. A number of groups have examined Internet
outages [36, 58, 63, 69]. These systems observe the IPv4 Inter-
net and identify networks that are no longer reachable—they
have left the Internet. Often these systems define outages
operationally (network 𝑥 is out because none of our Van-
tage Points (VPs) can reach it). Conceptually, an outage is
when all computers in a block are off, such as due to a power
outage. If the computers or their network are on but cannot
reach the Internet, we consider them islands, defined next.

2.3.2 Islands: Isolated Networks. An island is a group of
public IP addresses that are partitioned from the Internet,
but can communicate among themselves. Both outages and
islands are unreachable from an external VP, but with islands
the computers are still active and talking among themselves.

Islands occur when an organization that has a single con-
nection to the Internet loses its router or link to its ISP. A
single-office business may become an island after a router
failure, yet staff may use a webserver with them in the office
even though they are unable to surf the public web. In the
smallest case, an island may be a single address that can only
ping itself, that is, an address island.
We suspect that most outages are actually temporary is-

lands. The conditions are identical from the outside, but can
be distinguished by an observer within.

A Small Island: Figure 1 shows an example of an island
we have observed. In this graph, each strip shows a different
VP’s view of the last 156 addresses from the same IPv4 /24
block over 12 hours, starting at 2017-06-03t23:06Z. In each
strip, the darkest green dots show positive responses of that
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Figure 1: A one-hour island (the middle in red) where
block 65.123.202.0/24 is reachable from VP E (middle
bar) but not the other 5 VPs (top and bottom). Dataset:
A28, 2017q2.

address to an ICMP echo request (a “ping”) from that ob-
server, and medium gray dots indicate a non-response to a
ping. We show inferred state as lighter green or lighter gray
until the next probe. We show 3 of the 6 VPs, with probes
intervals of about 11 minutes (for methodology, see §3.1).

The island is indicated by the red bar in the middle of the
graph, where VP E continues to get positive responses from
several other addresses (the continuous green bars along the
top). By contrast, the other 5 VPs (2 VPs here, others in §E.2)
show many non-responses during this period. For this whole
hour, VP E and this network are part of an island, cut off
from the rest of the Internet and the other VPs.
Typically, a company losing Internet access would be

called an Internet outage, not an island. (In fact, with current
use of cloud-hosted services, loss of Internet may well stop
all work in the company.) We have also seen country-sized
islands (in §E.1 for space).

2.3.3 Peninsulas: Partial Connectivity. While outages hap-
pen and create islands, a more pernicious problem is partial
connectivity, when one can reach some destinations, but not
others. We call a group of public IP addresses with partial
connectivity with the Internet a peninsula 1. The presence
of peninsulas has been recognized for nearly twenty years,
with overlay networks demonstrated to route around them
in RON [1], Hubble [43], and later LIFEGUARD [44].
Peninsulas occur when a multi-homed network has out-

ages or peering disputes upstream, or due to firewalls.
Examples in IPv6: An example of a persistent peninsula

is the IPv6 peering dispute between Hurricane Electric (HE)
and Cogent. These two Tier-1 ISPs do not peer in IPv6, and
as Tier-1 ISPs, they are also unwilling to send IPv6 to each
other through another party (the “no valley” routing policy).
This problem was noted in 2009 [45] and is visible as of
June 2020 in DNSMON [65] as a few percent of persistent
unreachability in most Root DNS server’s IPv6.
We see unreachability between HE and Cogent users in

IPv6 with traceroutes from looking glasses [18, 28] in one
1We consider it a peninsula because one cannot route directly between two
points, but instead must detour through a third party.
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Figure 2: A block (80.245.176.0/24) showing a 3-hour
peninsula accessible only from VP W (top bar) and
not from the other 5 VPs (only 2 shown). Dataset: A30,
2017q4.

to DNS in the other (HE at 2001:470:20::2 and Cogent at
2001:550:1:a::d). Neither can reach their neighbor’s server,
but both reach their own. We do not see this problem on
IPv4 (HE at 74.82.42.42 and Cogent at 66.28.0.14).

Other IPv6 dispute examples are Cogent with Google [59],
and Cloudflare with Hurricane Electric [31]. Peering disputes
are often the result of traffic imbalance and disagreements
about a settlement-free or customer/provider relationship.

AnExample in IPv4:We next explore a real-world exam-
ple of partial reachability to several Polish ISPs that we found
with our algorithms. On 2017-10-23, for a period of 3 hours
starting at 22:02Z, five Polish Autonomous Systems (ASes)
had 1716 blocks that were unreachable from five VPs while
the same blocks remained reachable from a sixth VP.
Before the peninsula, the blocks that became partially

unreachable all received service through Multimedia Polska
(AS21021, orMP), via Cogent (AS174), with an alternate path
through Tata (AS6453). When the peninsula occurred, traffic
continued through Cogent but was blackholed; it did not
shift to Tata (see §D). One VP (W) could reach MP through
Tata for the entire event, proving MP was connected. After
3 hours, we see a burst of BGP updates (more than 23k),
making MP reachable again from all VPs.
To show how our algorithms detect this, Figure 2 shows

responses for one block. In this case the top VPs can reach
the block always, but the lower two are unreachable (all
address gray) for 3 hours.
We can confirm this peninsula with additional observa-

tions from traceroutes taken by CAIDA’s Archipelago [12]
(Ark). During the event we see 94 unique Ark VPs attempted
345 traceroutes to the affected blocks. Of the 94 VPs, 21 VPs
(22%) have their last responsive traceroute hop in the same
AS as the target address, and 68 probes (73%) stopped before
reaching that AS. The remaining 5 VPs were able to reach
the destination AS for some probes, while not for others.
(Sample traceroutes are in §D.)

Although we do not have a root cause for this peninsula
from network operators, large number of BGP Update mes-
sages suggests a routing problem. In §5.4 we show peninsulas
are mostly due to policy choices.

3 METHODOLOGY
We use observations from multiple, independent VPs to de-
tect partial outages and islands (from §2) with our two new
algorithms: Taitao to detect peninsulas, and Chiloe, to detect
islands (named after Patagonian geography).

3.1 Data Sources
We use publicly available data from three systems: USC
Trinocular [58], RIPEAtlas [66], andUCSD’s Archipelago [13].

Our algorithms use data from Trinocular [58] because it is
available at no cost [76], provides data since 2014. and covers
most of the responsive IPv4 Internet [7]. Briefly, Trinocular
watches about 5M out of 5.9M responsive IPv4 /24 blocks. In
each probing round of 11 minutes, it sends up to 15 ICMP
echo requests (pings), stopping early if it proves the block is
reachable. It interprets the results using Bayesian inference,
and merges the results from six geographically distributed
VPs. VPs are in Los Angeles (W), Colorado (C), Tokyo (J),
Athens (G), Washington, DC (E), and Amsterdam (N). In §C.2
we show they are topologically independent. Our algorithms
should work with other active probing data as future work.
We use RIPE Atlas [66] to study islands in §3.4. As of

2022, it has about 12k VPs, distributed globally in over 3572
different IPv4 ASes. Atlas VPs carry out both researcher-
directed measurements and periodic scans of DNS servers.
We use Atlas scans of DNS root servers in our work.

We validate our results using CAIDA’s Ark [13], and use
AS numbers from Routeviews [49].

We generally use recent data, but in some cases we chose
older data to avoid known problems inmeasurement systems.
We show our results are robust to other time periods in
§F. We use Trinocular measurements for 2017q4 because
this time period had six active VPs, allowing us to make
strong statements about how multiple perspectives help. We
use 2020q3 data in §5.4 because Ark observed a very large
number of loops in 2017q4. Problems with different VPs
reduced coverage for 2019 and 2020, but we verify and find
quantitatively similar results for 2020 data in §F).

We list sources of all datasets we use in Table 9 in §B.

3.2 Taitao: a Peninsula Detector
Peninsulas occur when portions of the Internet are reach-
able from some locations and not others. Peninsulas can
be observed when two VPs disagree on block reachability.
With multiple VPs, any state other than all-up or all-down
suggests a peninsula.
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Detecting peninsulas presents three challenges. First, we
do not have VPs everywhere. If all VPs are on the same “side”
of a peninsula, their reachability agrees even though other
potential VPs may disagree. Second, VP observations are not
synchronized and are spread over an 11-minute probing inter-
val, so we expect that different VPs will make observations at
slightly different times. Thus two correct observations may
see before and after a network change, producing a false
agreement or disagreement. Third, a VP may be suffering
connectivity problems, such as being in an island.
We identify peninsulas by detecting disagreements in

block state by comparing valid VP observations that occur
at about the same time. Since probing rounds occur every
11 minutes, we compare measurements within an 11-minute
window. This approach will see peninsulas that last at least
11 minutes, but may miss briefer ones, or peninsulas where
VPs are not on “both sides”.

Formally, 𝑂𝑖,𝑏 is the set of observers with valid observa-
tions about block 𝑏 at round 𝑖 . We look for disagreements in
𝑂𝑖,𝑏 , defining𝑂

up
𝑖,𝑏

⊂ 𝑂𝑖,𝑏 as the set of observers that measure
block 𝑏 as up at round 𝑖 . We detect a peninsula when:

0 < |𝑂up
𝑖,𝑏
| < |𝑂𝑖,𝑏 | (1)

When only one VP reaches a block, that block can be either
a peninsula or an island. We require more information to
distinguish them, as we describe in §3.4.

3.3 Country-Level Peninsula Detection
Taitao detects peninsulas based on differences in observa-
tions. Long-lived peninsulas are likely intentional, from pol-
icy choices. One policy is filtering based on national bound-
aries, possibly to implement legal requirements about data
sovereignty or economic boycotts.
We identify country-specific peninsulas as a special case

of Taitao where a given destination block is reachable (or
unreachable) from only one country, persistently for an
extended period of time. (In practice, the ability to detect
country-level peninsulas is somewhat limited because the
only country with multiple VPs in our data is the United
States. However, we augment non-U.S. observers with data
from other non-U.S. sites such as Ark or RIPE Atlas.)
A country level peninsula occurs when all available VPs

from the same country as the target block successfully reach
the target block and all available VPs from different countries
fail. Formally, we say there is a country peninsula when the
set of observers claiming block 𝑏 is up at time 𝑖 is equal
to 𝑂𝑐

𝑖,𝑏
⊂ 𝑂𝑖,𝑏 the set of all available observers with valid

observations at country 𝑐 .

𝑂
up
𝑖,𝑏

= 𝑂𝑐
𝑖,𝑏

(2)

3.4 Chiloe: an Island Detector
According to our definition in §2.3.2, islands occur when
the Internet is partitioned, and the smaller component (that
with less than half the active addresses) is the island. Typical
islands are much, much smaller.

We can find islands by looking for networks that are only
reachable from less than half of the Internet. However, to
classify such networks as an island and not merely a penin-
sula, we need to show that it is partitioned. Without global
knowledge, it is difficult to prove disconnection. In addi-
tion, if islands are partitioned from VPs, we cannot tell an
island, where a part of the Internet is disconnected but still
active inside, from an outage, where a part of the Internet is
disconnected and also cannot communicate internally.
For these reasons, we must look for islands that include

VPs in their partition. Because we know the VP is active and
scanning we can determine how much of the Internet is in
its partition, ruling out an outage, and we can confirm the
Internet is not reachable to rule out a peninsula.
Formally, we say that 𝐵 is the set of all blocks on the

Internet responding in the last week. 𝐵up
𝑖,𝑜

⊆ 𝐵 are blocks
reachable from observer 𝑜 at round 𝑖 , while 𝐵dn

𝑖,𝑜 ⊆ 𝐵 is its
complement. We detect that observer 𝑜 is in an island when
it thinks half or more of the observable Internet is down:

0 ≤ |𝐵up
𝑖,𝑜
| ≤ |𝐵dn

𝑖,𝑜 | (3)

This method is independent from measurement systems, but
is limited to detecting islands that contain VPs. We evaluate
two systems with thousands of VPs in §5.6. Also, because
observation is not instantaneous, we must avoid confusing
short-lived islands with long-lived peninsulas. For islands
lasting longer than an observation period, we also require
|𝐵up

𝑖,𝑜
| → 0. When |𝐵up

𝑖,𝑜
| = 0, then we have an address island.

3.5 Algorithm Applications
Practical: CleaningData. Problems near network observers
can skew observations and must be detected and removed.
We currently use island detection to remove local outages
when using VPs for detection of Covid-work-from-home [71].

Understanding Risk:Our work also helps clarify that In-
ternet reachability is not binary, but often partial. We explore
this issue in §5; one key result is that users see peninsulas
as often as outages (§5.1). It helps clarify prior studies of
Internet outages [36, 58, 63, 69, 70] (more detail is in §C).

Theoretical: Who Has the Internet? We explore this
question in §5.9 and §5.10.

4 VALIDATING OUR APPROACH
We next validate our approaches. We compare Taitao penin-
sulas against independent data (§4.1) and examine persistent
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country-level peninsulas (§4.2). We then compare Chiloe’s
island detection with external observers (§4.3).

4.1 Can Taitao Detect Peninsulas?
We compare Taitao detections from 6 VPs to independent
observations taken from more than 100 VPs in CAIDA’s
Ark [13]. This comparison is challenging, because both Taitao
and Ark are operational systems with imperfect results, and
because they differ in probing frequency, targets, andmethod.
Neither defines perfect ground truth; but agreement suggests
likely truth, and we discuss possible causes of disagreements.
Although Ark probes targets much less frequently than

Trinocular, Ark makes observations from 171 global loca-
tions, so it provides a fresh perspective. Ark’s traceroutes
also allows us to assess where peninsulas begin. We expect to
see a strong correlation between Taitao peninsulas and Ark
observations. (We considered RIPE Atlas as another external
dataset, but its coverage is sparse, while Ark covers all /24s.)

Identifying comparable blocks: We study 21 days of
Ark observations from 2017-10-10 to -31. Ark covers all
networks with two strategies. With team probing, 40 VPs
traceroute to every routed /24 about once per day. For prefix
probing, about 35 VPs send traceroutes to .1 addresses of all
routed /24s every day. We use both types of data: all three
teams and all available prefix probing VPs, and we group
results by /24 block of the traceroute’s target address.
Ark differs from Taitao’s Trinocular input in three ways:

the target is a random address or the .1 address in each
block; it uses traceroute, not ping; and it probes blocks daily,
not every 11 minutes. Comparisons must consider these
differences, since Ark traceroutes will sometimes fail when
a simple ping succeeds. First, Trinocular uses of likely-to-
respond addresses, while Ark does not, so Trinocular has a
higher response rate. Second, Ark’s traceroutes terminate
due to four reasons: success in reaching target address, ICMP
unreachable message to the target address, loop in the path,
or gap limit exceeded. We discard gap outcomes, since gaps
indicate problems on the path and may hide an endpoint
that would be reachable if it were directly pinged.
To correct for differences in target addresses, we must

avoid misinterpreting a block as unreachable when the block
is online but Ark’s target address is not, we discard traces sent
to never-active addresses (those not observed in 3 years of
complete IPv4 scans), and blocks for which Ark did not get a
single successful response.(Even with this filtering, dynamic
addressing means Ark still sometimes sees unreachables.)
To correct for Ark’s less frequent probing, we compare

Trinocular down-events that last 5 hours or more. Ark mea-
surements are much less frequent (once every 24 hours) than
Trinocular’s 11-minute reporting, so short Trinocular events
often have no overlapping Ark observations. To confirm

agreements or conflicting reports from Ark, we require at
least 3 Ark observations within the peninsula’s span of time.

We filter out blocks that show frequent transient changes
or show signs of network-level filtering. We define the “reli-
able” blocks that we keep as blocks that report as up at least
85% of the quarter from each of the 6 Trinocular VPs. We
also discard as flaky blocks with frequently inconsistent re-
sponses across VPs. (We consider more than 10 combinations
of VP as frequently inconsistent.) For the 21 days, we find
4M unique Trinocular /24 blocks, and 11M Ark /24 blocks,
making 2M blocks in both available for study.

Results: Table 1 provides details and Table 2 summarizes
our interpretation. Here dark green indicates true positives
(TP): when (a) either both Taitao and Ark showmixed results,
both indicating a peninsula, or when (b) Taitao indicates a
peninsula (1 to 5 sites up but at least one down), Ark shows
all-down during the event and up before and after. We treat
Ark in case (b) as positive because the infrequency of Ark
probing (one probe per team every 24 hours) means we can-
not guarantee VPs in the peninsula will probe responsive
targets in time. Since peninsulas are rare, so too are true
positives, but we see 184 TPs.
We show true negatives as light green and neither bold

nor italic. In almost all of these cases (1.4M) both Taitao
and Ark both reach the block, agreeing. Because of dynamic
addressing [55], many Ark traceroutes end in a failure at
the last hop (even after we discard never-reachable). We
therefore count this second most-common result (491k cases)
as a true negative. For the same reason, we include the small
number (97) of cases where Ark reports conflicting results
and Taitao is all-up, assuming Ark terminates at an empty
address. We include in this category, the 90 events where
Ark is all-down and Trinocular is all-up. We attribute Ark’s
failure to reach its targets to infrequent probing.
We mark false negatives as red and bold. For these few

cases (only 12), all Trinocular VPs are down, but Ark reports
all or some responding.We believe these cases indicate blocks
that have chosen to drop Trinocular traffic.
Finally, yellow italics shows cases where a Taitao penin-

sula is a false positive, since all Ark probes reached the target
block. This scenario occurs when either traffic from some
Trinocular VPs is filtered, or all Ark VPs are “inside” the
peninsula. Light yellow (strict) shows all the 251 cases that
Taitao detects. For most of these cases (201), five Trinocu-
lar VPs responding and one does not, suggesting network
problems are near one of the Trinocular VPs (since with in-
dependent VPs, five of six observers have working paths).
Discarding these cases we get 40 (orange), a loose estimate.
The strict scenario sees precision 0.42, recall 0.94, and 𝐹1

score 0.58, and in the loose scenario, precision improves to
0.82 and 𝐹1 score to 0.88. We consider these results good, but
with some room for improvement.
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Ark
Sites Up Conflicting All Down All Up

T
ri
no

cu
la
r

Co
nfl

ic
tin

g 1 20 6 15
2 13 5 11
3 13 1 5
4 26 4 19
5 83 13 201

A
gr
ee 0 6 97 6

6 491,120 90 1,485,394

Table 1: Trinocular and Ark agree-
ment table. Dataset A30, 2017q4.

Ark
Peninsula Non Peninsula

Ta
it
ao Peninsula 184 251 (strict) 40 (loose)

Non
Peninsula

12 1,976,701

Table 2: Taitao confusion matrix.
Dataset A30, 2017q4.

Ark
U.S. VPs Domestic Only ≤ 5 Foreign > 5 Foreign Total

T
ri
no

cu
la
r

WCE 211 171 47 429
WCe 0 5 1 6
WcE 0 1 0 1
wCE 0 0 0 0
Wce 3 40 11 54
wcE 0 4 5 9
wCe 0 1 1 2

Marginal distr. 214 222 65 501

Table 3: Trinocular U.S.-only
blocks. Dataset A30, 2017q4.

Trinocular
Blk Island Addr Island Peninsula

C
hi
lo
e Island 2 19 2

Peninsula 0 8 566

Table 4: Chiloe confusion matrix,
events between 2017-01-04 and
2020-03-31. Datasets A28 through
A39.

Target AS Target Prefix
Sites Up At Before At Before

0 21,765 32,489 1,775 52,479
1 587 1,197 113 1,671
2 2,981 4,199 316 6,864
3 12,709 11,802 2,454 22,057
4 117,377 62,881 31,211 149,047
5 101,516 53,649 27,298 127,867
1-5 235,170 133,728 61,392 307,506
6 967,888 812,430 238,182 1,542,136

Table 5: Halt location of failed
traceroutes for peninsulas longer
than 5 hours. Dataset A41, 2020q3.

Sites Events Per Year

W 5 1.67
C 2 0.67
J 1 0.33
G 1 0.33
E 3 1.00
N 2 0.67

All (norm.) 14 4.67 (0.78)
Table 6: Islands detected from
2017q2 to 2020q1

4.2 Detecting Country-Level Peninsulas
Next, we verify detection of country-level peninsulas (§3.3).
We expect that legal requirements sometimes result in long-
term network unreachability. For example, blocking access
fromEurope is a crudeway to complywith the EU’s GDPR [74].

Identifying country-level peninsulas requires multiple VPs
in the same country. Unfortunately the source data we use
only has multiple VPs for the United States. We therefore
look for U.S.-specific peninsulas where only these VPs can
reach the target and the non-U.S.-VPs cannot, or vice versa.

We first consider the 501 cases where Taitao reports that
only U.S. VPs can see the target, and compare to how Ark
VPs respond. For Ark, we follow §4.1, except retaining blocks
with less than 85% uptime. We only consider Ark VPs that
are able to reach the destination (that halt with “success”).
We note blocks that can only be reached by Ark VPs within
the same country as domestic, and blocks that can be reached
from VPs located in other countries as foreign.
In Table 3 we show the number of blocks that uniquely

responded to all U.S. VP combinations during the quarter.
We contrast these results against Ark reachability.

True positives are when Taitao shows a peninsula respon-
sive only to U.S. VPs and nearly all Ark VPs confirm this
result. We see 211 targets are U.S.-only, and another 171 are
available to only a few non-U.S. countries. The specific com-
binations vary: sometimes allowing access from the U.K., or
Mexico and Canada. Together these make 382 true positives,
most of the 501 cases. Comparing all positive cases, we see a

very high precision of 0.99 (382 green of 385 green and red
reports)—our predictions are nearly all confirmed by Ark.

In yellow italics we show 47 cases of false positives where
more than five non-U.S. countries are allowed access. In
many cases these include many European countries. Our
recall is therefore 0.89 (382 green of 429 green and yellow
true country peninsulas).
In light green we show true negatives. Here we include

blocks that filter one or more U.S. VPs, and are reachable
from Ark VPs in multiple countries, amounting to a total
of 69 blocks. There are other categories involving non-U.S.
sites, along with other millions of true negatives, however,
we only concentrate in these few.

In red and bold we show three false negatives. These three
blocks seem to have strict filtering policies, since they were
reachable only from one U.S. site (W) and not the others (C
and E) in the 21 days period.

4.3 Can Chiloe Detect Islands?
Chiloe (§3.4) detects islands when a VP within the island can
reach less than half the rest of the world. When less than
50% of the network replies, it means that the VP is either in
an island (for brief events, or when replies drop near zero)
or a peninsula (long-lived partial replies).

To validate Chiloe’s correctness, we compare when a sin-
gle VP believes to be in an island, against what the rest of
the world believes about that VP.
We define ground truth at a block level granularity—if

VP 𝑥 can reach its own block when 𝑥 believes to be in an
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island, while other external VPs can’t reach 𝑥 ’s block, then
𝑥 ’s island is confirmed. On the other hand, if an external VP
can reach 𝑥 ’s block, then 𝑥 is not in island, but in a peninsula.
In §C.2 we show that Trinocular VPs are independent, and
therefore no two VPs live within the same island. We believe
this definition is the best possible ground truth, but of course
a perfect identification of island or peninsula requires instant,
global knowledge and so cannot be measured in practice.

We take 3 years worth of data from each of the six Trinoc-
ular VPs. Since Trinocular measures blocks asynchronously
every 11 minutes, we use 11 minute timebins as our snapshot
of the Internet. We ignore cases where the VP can access
95% or more of the Internet.
In Table 4 we show that Chiloe detects 23 islands across

three years. In 2 of these events, the block is unreachable
from other VPs, confirming the island with our ground-truth
methodology. Manual inspection confirms that the remain-
ing 19 events are islands too, but at the address level—the
VP was unable to reach anything but did not lose power, and
other addresses in its block were reachable from VPs at other
locations. These observations suggest a VP-specific prob-
lem making it an island. Finally, for 2 events, the prober’s
block was reachable during the event by every site includ-
ing the prober itself which suggests partial connectivity (a
peninsula), and therefore a false positive.

The 566 non-island events (true negatives) are when more
than 5% but less than 50% of the Internet was inaccessible
from a single VP. In each of these cases, one or more other
VPs were able to reach the affected VP’s block, showing they
were not an island (although perhaps a peninsula). We omit
the very frequent events when less than 5% of the network
is unavailable from the VP from the table, although they too
are true negatives.

Bold red shows 8 false negatives. These are events that last
about 2 Trinocular rounds or less (22 min), often not enough
time for Trinocular to change its belief on block state.

5 QUANTIFYING ISLANDS AND
PENINSULAS

We next apply our approach to the Internet. For peninsulas:
how often do they occur (§5.1), how long do they last (§5.2),
and how big are they (§5.3)? These evaluations characterize
how effective systems using overlay routing [1, 43, 44] are.
We also look at peninsula location by ISP (§5.4) and country
(§5.5). Finally, we look at island frequency (§5.6) and the
implications of country-level internet secession (§5.10).

5.1 How Common are Peninsulas?
We next estimate how common peninsulas are in the Inter-
net in two ways. First, we directly measure the visibility of

peninsulas in the Internet by summing the duration of penin-
sulas as seen from our six VPs. We also confirm the accuracy
of this estimate by evaluating its convergence as we vary the
number of VPs—more VPs show more peninsula-time, but
if the result converges we predict we are approaching the
limit. Second, we compare peninsula-time to outage-time,
showing that, in the limit, both observes see both for about
the same duration. Since outages are a recognized problem
by both academia and industry due to service downtime [78],
this demonstration that peninsulas are as common suggests
they are an important new problem to address.

Peninensula-time:We estimate the duration an observer
can see a peninsula by considering three types of events: all
up, all down, and disagreement between our six VPs. Disagree-
ment, the last case, suggests a peninsula, while agreement
(all up or down), suggests no problem or an outage. We com-
pute peninsula-time by summing the time each target /24
has disagreeing observations from our VPs.
We have computed peninsula-time by evaluating Taitao

over Trinocular data for 2017q4 [76]. Figure 3 shows the dis-
tribution of peninsulas measured as a fraction of block-time
for an increasing number of sites. We consider all possible
combinations of the six sites.
First we examine the data with all 6 VPs—the rightmost

point on each graph. We see that peninsulas (the middle,
disagreement graph) are visible about 0.00075 of the time.
This data suggests peninsulas are rare, occurring less than
0.1% of the time, but do regularly occur.
Convergence:With more VPs we get a better view of the

Internet’s overall state. As more reporting sites are added,
more peninsulas are discovered. That is, previous block states
erroneously inferred as all up or all down, are corrected to
peninsulas. All-down (left) decreases from an average of
0.00082 with 2 VPs to 0.00074 for 6 VPs. All-up (right) goes
down a relative 47% from 0.9988 to 0.9984, while disagree-
ments (center) increase from 0.0029 to 0.00045. Outages (left)
converge after 3 sites, as shown by the fitted curve and decreas-
ing variance. Peninsulas and all-up converge more slowly.
We conclude that a few sites (3 or 4) provide a good estimate
of true outages and peninsulas.

Relative impact: Finally, comparing outages (the left
graph) with peninsulas (the middle graph), we see both oc-
cur about the same fraction of time (around 0.00075). This
comparison shows that peninsulas are about as common as
outages, suggesting they deserve more attention.

Generalizing: We confirm these results with other quar-
ters in §F. While we reach a slightly different limit (in that
case, peninsulas and outages appear about in 0.002 of data),
we still see good convergence after 4 VPs.
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Figure 3: Distribution of block-time fraction over sites reporting all down (left), disagreement (center), and all up
(right), for events longer than one hour. Dataset A30, 2017-10-06 to 2017-11-16.

5.2 How Long Do Peninsulas Last?
Peninsulas have multiple root causes: some are short-lived
routing misconfigurations while others may be long-term
disagreements in routing policy. In this section we determine
the distribution of peninsulas in terms of their duration to
determine the prevalence of persistent peninsulas. We will
show that there are millions of brief peninsulas, likely due to
transient routing problems, but that 90% of peninsula-time
is in long-lived events (5 h or more).

To characterize peninsula duration we use Taitao to detect
peninsulas that occurred during 2017q4. For all peninsulas,
we see 23.6M peninsulas affecting 3.8M unique blocks. If
instead we look at long-lived peninsulas (at least 5 h), we see
4.5M peninsulas in 338k unique blocks. Figure 4a examines
the duration of these peninsulas in three ways: the cumula-
tive distribution of the number of peninsulas for all events
(left, solid, purple line), the cumulative distribution of the
number of peninsulas for VP down events longer than 5
hours (middle, solid green line), and the cumulative size of
peninsulas for VP down events longer than 5 hours (right,
dashed green line).

We see that there are many very brief peninsulas (purple
line): about 65% last from 20 to 60 minutes (about 2 to 6
measurement rounds). Such events are not just one-off loss,
since they last at least two observation periods. These results
suggest that while the Internet is robust, there are many
small connectivity glitches (7.8M events).
In addition, we see some events that are two rounds (20

minutes) or shorter. Such events could be BGP transients or
failures due to random packet loss.

The number of day-long or multi-day peninsulas is small,
only 1.7M events (2%, the purple line). However, about 57%
of all peninsula-time is in such longer-lived events (the right,
dashed line), and 20% of time is in events lasting 10 days
or more, even when longer than 5 hours events are less
numerous (compare the middle, green line to the left, purple
line). Events lasting a day are long-enough that they can be

debugged by human network operators, and events lasting
longer than a week are long-enough that they may represent
policy disputes. Together, these long-lived events suggest
that there is benefit to identifying non-transient peninsulas
and addressing the underlying routing problem.

5.3 What Sizes Are Peninsulas?
When network issues cause connectivity problems like penin-
sulas, the size of those problems may vary, from country-size
(see §5.5), to AS-size, and also for routable prefixes or frac-
tions of prefixes. We next examine peninsula sizes.
We begin with Taitao peninsula detection at a /24 block

level. We match peninsulas across blocks within the same
prefix by start time and duration, both measured in one
hour timebins. This match implies that the Trinocular VPs
observing the blocks as up are also the same.
We compare peninsulas to routable prefixes from Route-

views [49]. We perform longest prefix match between /24
blocks and prefixes.
Routable prefixes consist of many blocks, some of which

may not be measurable. We therefore define the peninsula-
prefix fraction for each routed prefix as fraction of blocks
in the peninsula that are Trinocular-measurable blocks. To
reduce noise provided by single block peninsulas, we only
consider peninsulas covering 2 or more blocks in a prefix.
Figure 4b shows the number of peninsulas for different

prefix lengths and the fraction of the prefix affected by the
peninsula as a heat-map, where we group them into bins.
We see that about 10% of peninsulas are likely due to

routing problems or policies, since 40k peninsulas affect the
whole routable prefix. However, a third of peninsulas (101k,
at the bottom of the plot) affect only a very small fraction of
the prefix. These low prefix-fraction peninsulas suggest that
more than half of peninsulas happen inside an ISP and are
not due to interdomain routing.
Finally, we show that longer-lived peninsulas are likely

due to routing or policy choices. Figure 4c shows the same
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Figure 4: Peninsulas measured with per-site down events longer than 5 hours. Dataset A30, 2017q4.

data source, but weighted by fraction of time each penin-
sula contributes to the total peninsula time during 2017q4.
Here the larger fraction of weight are peninsulas covering
full routable prefixes—20% of all peninsula time during the
quarter (see left margin).

5.4 Where Do Peninsulas Occur?
Firewalls, link failures, and routing problems cause peninsu-
las on the Internet. These can either occur inside a given AS,
or in upstream providers.
To detect where the Internet breaks into peninsulas, we

look at traceroutes that failed to reach their target address,
either due to a loop or an ICMP unreachable message. Then,
we find where these traces halt, and take note whether halt-
ing occurs at the target AS and target prefix, or before the
target AS and target prefix.
For our experiment we run Taitao to detect peninsulas

at target blocks over Trinocular VPs, we use Ark’s tracer-
outes [14] to find last IP address before halt, and we get target
and halting ASNs and prefixes using RouteViews.
In Table 5 we show how many traces halt at or before

the target network. The center, gray rows show peninsulas
(disagreement between VPs) with their total sum in bold.
For all peninsulas (the bold row), more traceroutes halt at or
inside the target AS (235k vs. 134k, the left columns), but they
more often terminate before reaching the target prefix (308k
vs. 61k, the right columns). This difference suggests policy is
implemented at or inside ASes, but not at routable prefixes.
By contrast, outages (agreement with 0 sites up) more often
terminate before reaching the target AS. Because peninsulas
are more often at or in an AS, while outages occur in many
places, it suggests that peninsulas are policy choices.

5.5 Country-Level Peninsulas
Country-specific filtering is a routing policy made by net-
works to restrict traffic they receive. We next look into what

Industry ASes Blocks

ISP 23 138
Education 21 167
Communications 14 44
Healthcare 8 18
Government 7 31
Datacenter 6 11
IT Services 6 8
Finance 4 6
Building Security, Cloud, Construction, 6 (1 each type)

Grocery Stores, Insurance, Media
Table 7: U.S. only blocks. Dataset A30, 2017q4

type of organizations actively block overseas traffic. For ex-
ample, good candidates to restrain who can reach them for
security purposes are government related organizations.

We test for country-specific filtering (§3.3) over 2017q4 and
find 429 unique U.S.-only blocks in 95 distinct ASes. We then
manually verify each AS categorized by industry in Table 7. It
is surprising how many universities filter by country. While
not common, country specific blocks do occur.

5.6 How Common Are Islands?
Multiple groups have shown that there are many network
outages in the Internet [36, 58, 63, 69, 70]. We have described
(§2) two kinds of outages: full outages where all computers at
a site are down (perhaps due to a loss of power), and islands,
where the site is cut off from the Internet but computers at
the site can talk between themselves. We next use Chiloe to
determine how often islands occur. We study islands in two
systems with 6 VPs for 3 years and 13k VPs for 3 months.

Trinocular: We first consider three years of Trinocular
data (described in §3.1), from 2017-04-01 to 2020-04-01. We
run Chiloe across each VP for this period.
Table 6 shows the number of islands per VP over this

period. Over the 3 years, all six VPs see from 1 to 5 islands.
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In addition, we see that islands do not always cause the
entire Internet to be unreachable, and there are a number of
cases where from 20% to 50% of the Internet is inaccessible.
We believe these cases represent brief islands, since islands
shorter than an 11minute complete scanwill only be partially
observed. We find 12 in the 20% to 50% range, all are short,
and 4 are less than 11 minutes (see §E.3 for details).

RIPE Atlas: For broader coverage we next consider RIPE
Atlas’ 13k VPs for the three months of 2021q3 [51]. While
Atlas does not scan the whole Internet, they do scan most
root DNS servers every 240 s. Chiloe would like to observe
the whole Internet, and while Trinocular scans 5M /24s, it
does so with only 6 VPs. To use RIPE Atlas as 10k VPs, we
further relax our operational definition of the Internet to
consider only the 13 DNS root servers. While a large step
down in size, root servers are independently operated and
physically distributed, so we consider their probing a very
sparse sample. Thus we have complementary datasets with
sparse VPs and dense probing, and many VPs but sparse
probing. In other words, to get many VP locations we relax
our conceptual definition by decreasing our target list.

Figure 5a shows the CDF of the number of islands detected
per RIPE Atlas VP during 2021q3. During this period, 41%
of VPs observed one or no islands (solid line). To compare
to Trinocular, we consider events longer than 660s with the
dashed line. In the figure, 50% of VPs saw no islands, 20% see
one, and the remainder see more. The annualized island rate
of just the most stable VPs (those that see 0 or 1 islands) is
1.14 islands per year (a lower bound, since we exclude less
stable VPs), compared to 0.78 for Trinocular (Figure 5a). We
see islands are more common in Atlas, perhaps because it
includes many VPs at home.

We conclude that islands do happen, but they are rare, and
at irregular times. This finding is consistent with importance
of the Internet at the locations where we run VPs.

5.7 How Long Do Islands Last?
Islands can occur starting from brief connectivity losses to
long standing policy changes. We next compare island dura-
tion measured across Trinocular and Atlas.

We compare the distributions of island durations observed
from RIPE Atlas (left line) and Trinocular (the right line) in
Figure 5b. Atlas’ frequent polling allows it to detect islands
lasting seconds, while Trinocular is limited to islands of 660 s
or longer, so we also show the distribution of Atlas events
lasting that long or longer (middle line). All measurements
follow a similar S-shaped curve, but for Trinocular, the curve
is truncated at 660 s. With only 6 VPs, Trinocular sees far
fewer events (14 in 3 years compared to 235k in a yearly
quarter with Atlas), so the Trinocular data is quantized. In
both cases, about 70% of islands are between 3000 and 7000 s.

This graph shows that Trinocular’s curve is similar in shape
to Atlas-660 s, but about 2× longer. All Trinocular observers
are in datacenters, while Atlas devices are at homes, so this
difference may indicate that datacenter islands are rarer, but
harder to resolve.

5.8 What Sizes Are Islands?
In §2.3 we described different sizes of islands starting from
as small as an address island, as opposed to LAN- or AS-
sized islands, to country-sized islands potentially capable of
partitioning the Internet.
To evaluate the size of islands we count the number of

hops in a traceroute sent towards a target outside the island
before the traceroute fails.
We take traceroute data from RIPE Atlas VPs sent to 12

root DNS servers (ABCDEFHIJKLM) for 2021q3 [52]. In Fig-
ure 5c in green the distribution of the number of hops when
traceroute reach their target. In purple, we plot the distribu-
tion of the number of hops of traceroutes that failed to reach
the target for VPs in islands detected in §5.6.

We find that most islands are small, 68% show one hop or
none (address islands). We consider that islands with 10 or
more hops correspond to false positives.

5.9 Applying the Definition to Challenges
We next explore use of the definition in several challenges
to Internet operation. We suggest that these examples show
the role of our definition at providing a clear boundary for
“part of the Internet”. In many of these examples, technical
issues have been studied, and political and economic issues
considered—presence of a definition does not simplify these
important factors. However, we suggest that a conceptual
definition can help provide clarity in these tussles with a de-
centralized, independentlymeasurable principal about where
the Internet begins and ends.

Secession and Sovereignty: The U.S. [67], China [2, 3],
and Russia [17] have all proposed unplugging from the Inter-
net. Egypt did during Arab spring [19], and several countries
do during exams [22, 27, 33, 39].When the Internet partitions,
which part is still “the Internet”? Departure of a business, ISP,
or a small country would go unnoticed, but what happens if
a large country or group of countries leave?

Our definition resolves this question, defining the Internet
from reachability of the majority of the active, public IP ad-
dresses (§2.2). Majority uniquely provides an unambiguous,
externally evaluable decision—the partition retaining 50% of
prior active addresses is the Internet. A corollary we explore
in §5.10 is that creation of multiple partitions can end the
Internet if none retain a majority. (A plurality is insufficient.)

Sanction: An opposite of secession is expulsion. Eco-
nomic sanctions are one method of asserting international
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Figure 5: CDFof islands detected byChiloe for data fromTrinocular (3 years, DatasetsA28-A39) andAtlas (2021q3).

influence, and events such as the Russian/ Ukrainian war in
2022 prompted several large ISPs to discontinue service to
Russia [62]. De-peering does not affect reachability if transit
is available through other ISPs, but it will result in a penin-
sula without transit. Based on §5.10, de-peering without
transit from a single country cannot eject a country from the
Internet. However, a coalition of multiple countries could re-
sult in unreachability from more than half the address space,
which by our definition would place the affected address
space outside the public Internet.

Repurposing Special Space: Given IPv4 full allocation,
multiple parties proposed re-purposing currently allocated
or reserved IPv4 space, such as parts of 0/8 (“this” network),
127/8 (loopback), 240/4 (reserved) [32]. The primary chal-
lenge against re-purposing such prefixes is that existing soft-
ware and hardware prohibit use of this space, and changing
them is difficult or impossible. By our definition, even an
RFC designating of 240/4 as public unicast space, would not
make it “part of the Internet” until implementations used by
a majority of active addresses can route to it.

IPv4 Squat Space: IP squatting is when an organization
requiring private address space beyond RFC1918 takes over
allocated but currently unrouted IPv4 space [5]. Several IPv4
/8s allocated to the U.S. DoD were widely used this way [64]
but were publicly routed in 2021 [72]. By our definition, such
space is clearly not part of the Internet before it is publicly
routed, and if more than half of the Internet is squatting on
it, reclamation may be challenging.

The IPv4/v6 Transition:We have defined two Internets,
one for IPv4 and one for IPv6. Our definition can inform
when one network supersedes the other. The networkswould
be on par when more than half of all hosts in IPv4 are dual-
homed. After that point, IPv6 would supersede IPv4 when a
majority of hosts on IPv6 could no longer reach IPv4.Without
current measures of IPv6, evaluation here is future work,
but we believe the networks are not yet on-par, IPv6 shows
the strength and limitations of our definition: on one hand,
IPv6 is already economically important, making a definition

IPv4 Addresses IPv6 Addresses
RIR Active Allocated Allocated

AFRINIC 15M 2% 121M 3.3% 9,661 3%
APNIC 223M 33% 892M 24.0% 88,614 27.8%
China 112M 17% 345M 9.3% 54,849 17.2%

ARIN 150M 22% 1,673M 45.2% 56,172 17.6%
U.S. 140M 21% 1,617M 43.7% 55,026 17.3%

LACNIC 82M 12% 191M 5.2% 15,298 4.8%
RIPE NCC 206M 30% 826M 22.3% 148,881 46.7%
Germany 40M 6% 124M 3.3% 22,075 6.9%

Total 676M 100% 3,703M 100% 318,626 100%
Table 8: RIR IPv4 hosts and IPv6 /32 allocation [40, 54]

irrelevant. However, we suggest a sharp boundary makes
the transition real, perhaps helping motivate late-movers.

5.10 Can the Internet Partition?
In §5.9 we discussed secession and expulsion qualitatively.
Threats to secede or sanction have been by countries or
groups of countries. If a country were to exert control over
their allocated addresses this would result in a country level
island or peninsula. We next use our reachability definition
of more than 50% to reason quantitatively about control of
the IP address space. Our question: Does any country or
group have enough addresses to secede and claim to be “the
Internet” with a majority of addresses.

To evaluate the power of any country or RIR to control the
Internet, Table 8 reports the number of active IPv4 addresses
as determined by Internet censuses [38] for each Regional
Internet Registry (RIR) and selected countries. Although we
define the Internet by active addresses, we cannot current
measure active IPv6 addresses, so we also provide allocated
addresses for both v4 and v6 [40, 54]. IPv4 is fully allocated,
except for special purpose addresses: loopback (127/8), local
and private space (0/8, 10/8, etc. [60]), multicast, and reserved
Class E addresses.
We see that no individual RIR or country can secede and

take “the Internet”, because none controls the majority of
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IPv4 addresses. ARIN has the largest amount with 1673M
allocated, that is, 45.2%. Inside ARIN, the United States has
the majority of hosts (1617M).
This claim also applies to IPv6, where no RIR or coun-

try surpasses a 50% allocation. RIPE (an RIR) is close with
46.7%, and China and the U.S. have high country allocations.
With most of IPv6 unallocated, these fractions may change.
We note that distribution by region and country is similar
for active IPv4 addresses and allocated IPv6 addresses, per-
haps because IPv4 allocations are skewed by unused legacy
address blocks.

We conclude that no individual country can declare itself
“the Internet” without reallocating addresses or colluding
with other countries. Suggesting, that the Internet today is
an international creation.

6 RELATEDWORK
A number of works have previously tried to define the In-
ternet [15, 29, 30, 57]. As discussed in §2.1, they distinguish
the Internet from other networks of their time, but do not
address today’s network disputes and secession threats.

Previous work has looked into the problem of partial out-
ages. RON provides alternate-path routing around failures
for a mesh of sites [1]. HUBBLE monitors in real-time reach-
ability problems in which a working physical path exists.
LIFEGUARD, proposes a route failure remediation system
by generating BGP messages to reroute traffic through a
working path [44]. While both solve the problem of partial
outages, neither quantifies the amount, duration, or scope of
partial outages in the Internet.

Prior work studied partial reachability, showing it is a com-
mon transient occurrence during routing convergence [11].
They reproduced partial connectivity with controlled experi-
ments; we study it from Internet-wide vantage points.
Internet scanners have examined bias by location [38],

more recently looking for policy-based filtering [77]. We
measure policies with our country specific algorithm, and
we extend those ideas to defining the Internet.

Outage detection systems have encountered partial out-
ages. Thunderping recognizes the “hosed” state of partial
replies as something that occurs, but leaves its study to future
work [69]. Trinocular discards partial outages by reporting
the target block “up” if any VP can reach it [58]. To the best
of our knowledge, prior outage detection systems have not
both explained and reported partial outages as part of the
Internet, nor studied their extent.
We use the idea of majority to define the Internet in the

face of secession. That idea is fundamental in many algo-
rithms for distributed consensus [47, 48, 50], with applica-
tions for example to certificate authorities [9].

7 CONCLUSIONS
This paper provided a new definition of the Internet to rea-
son about partial connectivity and secession. We developed
the algorithm Taitao, to find peninsulas of partial connec-
tivity, and Chiloe, to find islands. We showed that partial
connectivity events are more common than simple outages,
and used these definitions to clarify outages and the Internet,
and to examine issues of sovereignty and evolution.
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Figure 6: Ark traceroutes sent to targets under partial
outages (2017-10-10 to -31). Dataset A30.

Our analysis poses no risk to individuals because our sub-
ject is network topology and connectivity. There is a slight
risk to individuals in that we examine responsiveness of indi-
vidual IP addresses. With external information, IP addresses
can sometimes be traced to individuals, particularly when
combined with external data sources like DHCP logs. We
avoid this risk in three ways. First, we do not have DHCP logs
for any networks (and in fact, most are unavailable outside of
specific ISPs). Second, we commit, as research policy, to not
combine IP addresses with external data sources that might
de-anonymize them to individuals. Finally, except for analy-
sis of specific cases as part of validation, all of our analysis
is done in bulk over the whole dataset.

We do observe data about organizations such as ISPs, and
about the geolocation of blocks of IP addresses. Because we
do not map IP addresses to individuals, this analysis poses
no individual privacy risk.

Finally, we suggest that while our work poses minimal pri-
vacy risks to individuals, to also provides substantial benefit
to the community and to individuals. For reasons given in the
introduction it is important to improve network reliability
and understand now networks fail. Our work contributes to
that goal.

Our work was reviewed by the Institutional Review Board
at our university and because it poses no risk to individual
privacy, it was identified as non-human subjects research
(USC IRB IIR00001648).

B DATA SOURCES USED HERE
Table 9 provides a full list of datasets used in this paper and
where they may be obtained.

C OUTAGES REVISITED
C.1 Observed Outage and External Data
To evaluate outage classification with conflicting informa-
tion, we consider Trinocular reports and compare to external
information in traceroutes from CAIDA Ark.

Figure 6 compares Trinocular with 21 days of Ark topology
data, from 2017-10-10 to -31 from all 3 probing teams. For
each Trinocular outage we classify the Ark result as success
or three types of failure: unreachable, loop, or gap.
Trinocular’s 6-site-up case suggests a working network,

and we consider this case as typical. However, we see that
about 25% of Ark traceroutes are “gap”, where several hops
fail to reply. We also see about 2% of traceroutes are un-
reachable (after we discard traceroutes to never reachable
addresses). Ark probes a random address in each block; many
addresses are non-responsive, explaining these.

With 1 to 5 sites up, Trinocular is reporting disagreement.
We see that the number of Ark success cases (the green,
lower portion of each bar) falls roughly linearly with the
number of successful observers. This consistency suggests
that Trinocular and Ark are seeing similar behavior, and that
there is partial reachability—these events with only partial
Trinocular positive results are peninsulas.

We observe that 5 sites show the same results as all 6,
so single-VP failures likely represent problems local to that
VP. This suggests that all-but-one is a good algorithm to
determine true outages.
With only partial reachability, with 1 to 4 VPs (of 6), we

see likely peninsulas. These cases confirm that partial con-
nectivity is common: while there are 1M traceroutes sent
to outages where no VP can see the target (the number of
events is shown on the 0 bar), there are 1.6M traceroutes sent
to partial outages (bars 1 to 5), and 850k traceroutes sent
to definite peninsulas (bars 1 to 4). This result is consistent
with the convergence we see in Figure 3.

C.2 Are the Sites Independent?
Our evaluation assumes VPs do not share common network
paths. Two VPs in the same location would share the same
local outages, but those in different physical locations will
often use different network paths, particularly with a “flat-
ter” Internet graph [46]. We next quantify this similarity to
validate our assumption.

We next measure similarity of observations between pairs
of VPs. We examine only cases where one of the pair dis-
agrees with some other VP, since when all agree, we have no
new information. If the pair agrees with each other, but not
with the majority, the pair shows similarity. If they disagree
with each other, they are dissimilar.We quantify similarity 𝑆𝑃
for a pair of sites 𝑃 as 𝑆𝑃 = (𝑃1 + 𝑃0)/(𝑃1 + 𝑃0 + 𝐷∗), where
𝑃𝑠 indicates the pair agrees on the network having state 𝑠 of
up (1) or down (0) and disagrees with the others, and for 𝐷∗,
the pair disagrees with each other. 𝑆𝑃 ranges from 1, where
the pair always agrees, to 0, where they always disagree.
Table 10(a) shows similarity values for each pair of the 6

Trinocular VPs. (We show only half of the symmetric matrix.)
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Dataset Name Source Start Date Duration Where Used
internet_outage_adaptive_a28w-20170403 Trinocular [75] 2017-04-03 90 days
Polish peninsula subset 2017-06-03 12 hours §2.3.2, §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a28c-20170403 Trinocular 2017-04-03 90 days
Polish peninsula subset 2017-06-03 12 hours §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a28j-20170403 Trinocular 2017-04-03 90 days
Polish peninsula subset 2017-06-03 12 hours §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a28g-20170403 Trinocular 2017-04-03 90 days
Polish peninsula subset 2017-06-03 12 hours §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a28e-20170403 Trinocular 2017-04-03 90 days
Polish peninsula subset 2017-06-03 12 hours §2.3.2, §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a28n-20170403 Trinocular 2017-04-03 90 days
Polish peninsula subset 2017-06-03 12 hours §2.3.2, §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a28all-20170403 Trinocular 2017-04-03 89 days §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §E.3
internet_outage_adaptive_a29all-20170702 Trinocular 2017-07-02 94 days §2.3.2, §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §E.3
internet_outage_adaptive_a30w-20171006 Trinocular 2017-10-06 85 days
Site E Island 2017-10-23 36 hours §2.3.3, §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a30c-20171006 Trinocular 2017-10-06 85 days
Site E Island 2017-10-23 36 hours §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a30j-20171006 Trinocular 2017-10-06 85 days
Site E Island 2017-10-23 36 hours §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a30g-20171006 Trinocular 2017-10-06 85 days
Site E Island 2017-10-23 36 hours §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a30e-20171006 Trinocular 2017-10-06 85 days
Site E Island 2017-10-23 36 hours §2.3.3, §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a30n-20171006 Trinocular 2017-10-06 85 days
Site E Island 2017-10-23 36 hours §2.3.3, §D

internet_outage_adaptive_a30all-20171006 Trinocular 2017-10-06 85 days §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §C.2, §E.3
Oct. Nov. subset 2017-10-06 40 days §4.2, §5.2, §5.3
Oct. subset 2017-10-10 21 days §4.1, §C.1

internet_outage_adaptive_a31all-20180101 Trinocular 2018-01-01 90 days §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §E.3
internet_outage_adaptive_a32all-20180401 Trinocular 2018-04-01 90 days §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §E.3
internet_outage_adaptive_a33all-20180701 Trinocular 2018-07-01 90 days §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §E.3
internet_outage_adaptive_a34all-20181001 Trinocular 2018-10-01 90 days §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §F.1, §E.3
internet_outage_adaptive_a35all-20190101 Trinocular 2019-01-01 90 days §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §E.3
internet_outage_adaptive_a36all-20190401 Trinocular 2019-01-01 90 days §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §E.3
internet_outage_adaptive_a37all-20190701 Trinocular 2019-01-01 90 days §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §E.3
internet_outage_adaptive_a38all-20191001 Trinocular 2019-01-01 90 days §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §E.3
internet_outage_adaptive_a39all-20200101 Trinocular 2020-01-01 90 days §4.3, §5.6, §5.7, §E.3
internet_outage_adaptive_a41all-20200701 Trinocular 2020-07-01 90 days §5.4
prefix-probing Ark [12]
Oct. 2017 subset 2017-10-10 21 days §4.1, §C.1
2020q3 subset 2020-07-01 90 days §5.4

probe-data Ark
Oct 2017 subset 2017-10-10 21 days §4.1, §C.1
2020q3 subset 2020-07-01 90 days §5.4

routeviews.org/bgpdata Routeviews [49] 2017-10-06 40 days §4.2, §D
Atlas Recurring Root Pings (id: 1001 to 1016) Atlas [51] 2021-07-01 90 days §5.1, §5.7
nro-extended-stats NRO [40, 54] 1984 41 years §5.10

Table 9: All datasets used in this paper.

No two sites have a similarity more than 0.14, and most
pairs are under 0.08. This result shows that no two sites are
particularly correlated.

D VALIDATION OF THE POLISH
PENINSULA

On 2017-10-23, for a period of 3 hours starting at 22:02Z, five
Polish ASes had 1716 blocks that were unreachable from five
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C J G E N
W 0.017 0.031 0.019 0.035 0.020
C 0.077 0.143 0.067 0.049
J 0.044 0.036 0.046
G 0.050 0.100
E 0.058

Table 10: Similarities between sites relative to all six.
Dataset: A30, 2017q4.

Figure 7: AS level topology during the Polish penin-
sula.
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Figure 8: BGPupdatemessages sent for affected Polish
blocks starting 2017-10-23t20:00Z. Data source: Route-
Views.

VPs while the same blocks remained reachable from a sixth
VP.

Figure 7 shows the AS-level relationships at the time of
the peninsula. Multimedia Polska (AS21021, or MP) provides
service to the other 4 ISPs. MP has two Tier-1 providers:
Cogent (AS174) and Tata (AS6453). Before the peninsula, our
VPs see MP through Cogent.

At event start, we observe many BGP updates (20,275) an-
nouncing andwithdrawing routes to the affected blocks(see Fig-
ure 8). These updates correspond to Tata announcing MP’s
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Figure 9: A block (80.245.176.0/24) showing a 3-hour
peninsula accessible only fromVPW (top bar) and not
from the other five VPs. Dataset: A30.

prefixes. Perhaps MP changed its peering to prefer Tata over
Cogent, or the MP-Cogent link failed.

Initially, traffic from most VPs continued through Cogent
and was lost; it did not shift to Tata. One VP (W) could
reach MP through Tata for the entire event, proving MP
was connected. After 3 hours, we see another burst of BGP
updates (23,487 this time), making MP reachable again from
all VPs.

In Figure 9 we provide data from our 6 external VPs, where
W is uniquely capable of reaching the target block, thus living
in the same peninsula.
We further verify this event by looking at traceroutes.

During the event we see 94 unique Ark VPs attempted 345
traceroutes to the affected blocks. Of the 94 VPs, 21 VPs (22%)
have their last responsive traceroute hop in the same AS as
the target address, and 68 probes (73%) stopped before reach-
ing that AS. Table 11 shows traceroute data from a single
CAIDA Ark VP before and during the peninsula described in
§2.3.3 and Figure 2. This data confirms the block was reach-
able from some locations and not others. During the event,
this trace breaks at the last hop within the source AS.

E ADDITIONAL DETAILS ABOUT
ISLANDS

E.1 Country-sized Islands
In §2.3.2 we defined islands and gave a sample. We also have
seen country-sized islands.

In 2017q3 we observed 8 events when it appears that most
or all of China stopped responding to external pings. Fig-
ure 10 shows the number of /24 blocks that were down over
time, each spike more than 200k /24s, between two to eight
hours long. We found no problem reports on network oper-
ator mailing lists, so we believe these outages were ICMP-
specific and likely did not affect web traffic. In addition, we
assume the millions of computers inside China continued to
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src block dst block time traces

c85eb700 50f5b000 1508630032

q, 148.245.170.161, 189.209.17.197, 189.209.17.197, 38.104.245.9, 154.24.19.41,
154.54.47.33, 154.54.28.69, 154.54.7.157, 154.54.40.105, 154.54.40.61, 154.54.43.17,
154.54.44.161, 154.54.77.245, 154.54.38.206, 154.54.60.254, 154.54.59.38, 149.6.71.162,
89.228.6.33, 89.228.2.32, 176.221.98.194

c85eb700 50f5b000 1508802877 q, 148.245.170.161, 200.38.245.45, 148.240.221.29
Table 11: Traces from the same Ark VPs (mty-mx) to the same destination before and during the event block
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Figure 10: Number of blocks down in the whole re-
sponsive Internet. Dataset: A29, 2017q3.
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Figure 11: A block showing a 1-hour island for this
block and VP E, while other five VPs cannot reach it.

operate. We consider these cases examples of China becom-
ing an ICMP-island.

E.2 Validation of the Sample Island
In §2.3.2 we reported an island affecting a /24 block where
VP E lives. During the time of the event, E was able to suc-
cessfully probe addresses within the same block, however,
unable to reach external addresses. This event started at
2017-06-03t23:06Z, and can be observed in Figure 12.
Furthermore, no other VP was able to reach the affected

block for the time of the island as shown in Figure 11.

E.3 Longitudinal View Of Islands
We first consider three years of Trinocular data (described
in §3.1), from 2017-04-01 to 2020-04-01. Figure 12 shows the
fraction of the Internet that is reachable as a dotted line at
the 50% threshold that Chiloe uses to detect an island (§3.4).
We run Chiloe across each VP for this period.

F ADDITIONAL RESULTS
Our paper body uses Trinocular measurements for 2017q4 be-
cause this time period had six active VPs, allowing us tomake
strong statements about how multiple perspectives help. In
this section, we verify our results using newer datasets to
confirm our prior results still hold. They do—we find quanti-
tatively similar results between 2017 and 2020.

F.1 Additional Confirmation of the
Number of Peninsulas

Similarly, as in §5.1, we quantify how big the problem of
peninsulas is, this time using Trinocular 2018q4 data.

In Figure 13 we confirm, that with more VPs more penin-
sulas are discovered, providing a better view of the Internet’s
overall state.
Outages (left) converge after 3 sites, as shown by the fit-

ted curve and decreasing variance. Peninsulas and all-up
converge more slowly.
At six VPs, here we find and even higher difference be-

tween all down and disagreements. Confirming that penin-
sulas are a more pervasive problem than outages.

F.2 Additional Confirmation of Peninsula
Duration

In §5.2 we characterize peninsula duration for 2017q4, to
determine peninsula root causes. To confirm our results, we
repeat the analysis, but with 2020q3 data.
As Figure 14a shows, similarly, as in our 2017q4 results,

we see that there are many very brief peninsulas (from 20 to
60 minutes). These results suggest that while the Internet is
robust, there are many small connectivity glitches.
Events shorter than two rounds (22 minutes), may repre-

sent BGP transients or failures due to random packet loss.
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Figure 12: Islands detected across 3 years using six VPs. Datasets A28-A39.
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Figure 13: Distribution of block-time fraction over sites reporting all down (left), disagreement (center), and all
up (right), for events longer than five hour. Dataset A34, 2018q4.
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Figure 14: Peninsulas measured with per-site down events longer than 5 hours during 2020q3. Dataset A41.

The number of multi-day peninsulas is small, However,
these represent about 90% of all peninsula-time. Events last-
ing a day are long-enough that can be debugged by human
network operators, and events lasting longer than a week
are long-enough that they may represent policy disputes. To-
gether, these long-lived events suggest that there is benefit

to identifying non-transient peninsulas and addressing the
underlying routing problem.

F.3 Additional Confirmation of Size
In §5.3 we discussed the size of peninsulas measured as a
fraction of the affected routable prefix. In the latter section,
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we use 2017q4 data. Here we use 2020q3 to confirm our
results.
Figure 14b shows the peninsulas per prefix fraction, and

Figure 14c. Similarly, we find that while small prefix fraction

peninsulas are more in numbers, most of the peninsula time
is spent in peninsulas covering the whole prefix. This result is
consistent with long lived peninsulas being caused by policy
choices.
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